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The Atom

Improve the efficiency of your fleet, driver interaction 
and customer satisfaction.

Installation doesn’t require any extensive training or technical knowledge. 
Just connect the device to your vehicle battery. Our monitoring software can be  

accessed via the internet and by mobile app. It’s simple to use and you can get to 
everything you need in just three clicks. See where your fleet is and how well your 

drivers are performing. Drivers can even get their own performance scores. Receive 
automated alerts and reports detailing fleet journey information and give your 
customers interactive ETA’s. The Atom is available in both 12V and 24V versions.
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Features and Benefits
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Self Install
• No strenuous installation process
• No vehicle downtime or loss of earnings
• Portable, quick and easily transferred

Mobile App
• Manage your fleet from anywhere at any time
• Review individual driver and vehicle performance
• Available on both Android and Apple devices

Speeding Reports
• Review speeding offences with detailed reports 

and alerts
• Utilise insight to enhance driver training
• Clamp down on speeding violations and increase 

safety

Estimated Time of Arrival
• Actively communicate with your drivers to give up 

to the minute on-site arrival times
• Give customers a link to login and see where 

their delivery/service technician is

Live Map
• Keep track of your vehicles’ exact locations at 

any time
• See traffic congestion and identify the best route
• Save time and keep drivers from idling

Journey History
• Review vehicle journeys over a specific time peri-

od
• Identify potential unauthorised trips
• Analyse vehicle and driver productivity

Geofences
• Alerts for when vehicles enter or leave specific 

areas
• Track the number of visits to a location for  

greater insight
• Enhance understanding of where assets are  

utilised

Driver Performance Scoring
• Receive scores for adhering to the speed limits
• Incentivise and reward good driving scores
•  Create driver league tables



RH600

The Trakm8 RH600

The RH600 is a groundbreaking telematics device from Trakm8.
It is the first telematics device to combine 4G camera with fully featured 

telematics.

This compact device features a choice of single or dual cameras with  
detachable heads.

It automatically provides harsh event videos plus live streaming, videos on  
demand and video and still pictures on event.

In addition, the RH600 provides the telematics functionality of our most  
advanced tracking devices, including driver behaviour, CANbus integration, 

driver ID and our Connected CareTM vehicle diagnostics.
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Features and Benefits

4G Connectivity

• Offers you the fastest available download 
speed

• Ensures you have full visibility important events 
as soon as they happen

2x Optional Cameras

• Can be pivoted or placed in any position
• Suitable for forward-facing, monitoring the  

driver or viewing other areas of the vehicle
• Ideal for validating insurance claims
• Ensures passenger safety
• Provides a handy tool for driver training  

exercises

Integrated EcoN Lightbar

• Visual feedback to drivers promotes safer and 
more efficient driving styles

• Reduces accident rates
• Can slash fuel costs by up to 15%

Mobile App

• Manage your fleet from anywhere at any time
• Review individual driver and vehicle  

performance
• Available on both Android and Apple devices

Fully-Featured Telematics

• CANbus connectivity for real-time vehicle and 
battery health monitoring

• Manage your fleet effectively with real-time 
whereabouts of vehicles

• Reduce operational costs and fuel consumption

Connected Care ™

• Identify vehicle maintenence issues through  
real-time health alerts

• Predict breakdowns before they happen
• View accurate fuel levels, real MPG and
• Receive reminders for services and insurance 

renewals
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Features and Benefits

Video On-Demand

• Automatic transmission of harsh events or  
collisions

• Drivers can send footage at the touch of a  
button

• Improving driving performance using  
event-based video coaching

Automated FNOL Events

• Automatically capture and report crash events
• Trakm8 can push data to third parties such as 

police and insurers to minimise stress and  
improve downtime

Insight REPORTS

• Choose from hundreds of reports to create a 
personal dashboard

• Monitor the KPIs that matter to your business
• Create rules to receive footage in specific  

eventualities, for example a photo of the driver 
at the start of each journey

ADAS*

• Monitor high-risk behaviours such as mobile 
phone usage and insufficient concentration of 
the road ahead

• Be alerted to driver micro-sleeping
• Analyse lane departure and proximity to the 

vehicle ahead

Picture in Picture View

• Review forward and rear-facing camera foot-
age at the same time, giving fleet managers a 
holistic view of events

No Data Restriction

• Our basic tariff allows up to 250 videos, 125 
still images and 10 minutes of live streaming 
every month

Points of Interest

• Create virtual barriers around points of interest 
such as depots and collection points

• Receive alerts when your vehicles enter or exit 
these zones

• Capture footage or still images upon entry  
and exit

• Useful for time-on-site reporting
• Adds an extra layer of security by notifying you 

of out-of-hours use

Live Video Streaming

• Live stream footage from the cab or road 
ahead to reduce driver distraction and unsafe 
driving practices

• Improve customer service by combining live 
footage with GPS data to identify the reasons 
behind a delay

• Check driver welfare in the immediate  
aftermath of a collision
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RoadHawk DC-3

The Trakm8 RoadHawk DC-3

The RoadHawk DC-3 is a fully featured high-definition  
dashboard camera with accurate GPS data, speed information  

and memory card auto-formatting. 

The RoadHawk DC-3 can record at any time of day, in any type of weather.
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Features and Benefits
Installation

The DC-3 is easy to use and can be simply installed 
by any user.

Overview

• Software: PC / MAC compatible
• Field of view: 125°
• Memory: SD card up to 128GB (16GB included)
• GPS logging: Yes
• Shock sensor: Yes – 3-Axis
• Night mode: Yes – HDR (high dynamic range)
• Date / Time: Yes – embedded on video
• Internal mic: Yes
• Type: In-Car Camera
• External GPS antenna: Optional
• Remote event button: Optional
• External mic connection: Yes
• Speed display: MPH / KPH
• Camera weight: 111g
• Camera size (LxWxH): 100mm x 70mm x 32mm

G-Force Sensor

Its intelligent G-Force sensor is able to recognise if an impact occurs and log the event as a piece of  
concrete evidence for use in a court of law.

Event Management

The RoadHawk DC-3 can also be used with a remote event button accessory which allows a descete button 
to be mounted within easy reach of the driver.
This accessory can also be used to interface and communicate the event button signal to a range of Trakm8 
telematics hardware for remote indication to their back end portals software.
All video footage from the RoadHawk DC-3 is easily viewed within RoadHawk’s intuitive software.  
With evidential-grade footage, GPS information and G-Force data, you are able to supply irrefutable  
evidence to your insurer or police. 
The RoadHawk DC-3 records every journey in fantastic quality, with full 1080p video recording, gyro  
balanced image stabilisation and high quality sensor to provide you with protection in low-light scenarios. 
With an inbuilt G-force sensor, the RoadHawk DC-3 will automatically save clips to a separate ‘event’ folder 
when the camera detects a sudden jolt or impact.
This way, you can ensure that your most important footage isn’t overwritten or lost. ‘Event’ files can also be 
created by clicking the event button on the camera for saving incidents on the road that don’t necessarily 
involve your vehicle.
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Specifications
• Chipset: Ambarella A7/LA70 chip, 

1080p/60fps, HDR 1080p/30fps, 720p/60fps 
and 720p/30fps

• NTSC or PAL frame rates
• Audio: Variable sensitivity internal mic –  

External mic input (3.5mm jack)
• Encoding: H.264 .MP4 Files with embedded 

G-Force and GPS data
• Bitrate: adjustable from very low to very high
• Loop Mode: 1 min files continuous loop with file 

locking
• Normal Mode: Up to 30 min long files  

(no looping or file locking)
• GPS: 10Hz GPS receiver with internal antenna
• Power: 12v to 24v* input (*optional hard wiring 

kit)
• EIS: electronic image stabilisation
• G-Force: 3D G-force Sensor installed (variable 

sensitivity)
• Internal Power: 2 x Super capacitors to ensure 

safe camera shutdown
• Memory: SD XC compatible up to 128GB (16GB 

included)
• Sensor: OmniVision OV4689 with super low light 

sensitivity with HDR
• Lens: 6 element glass, f/2.0, wide angled 125 

degree lens
• Mounting: Standard RoadHawk adhesive  

mounting plus ¼” camera thread for suction/
clamps mounts

• Compatible with Windows 7 or above and OSX 
10.1 or above

• Multiple colour, saturation and sharpness  
adjustment

• Hardware based de-warp, image distortion 
correction

• Auto-format: Option to automatically format the 
memory card every two, four or six weeks within 
the camera

• Designed and developed in the UK Conforms 
with UK and European regulations

• Ready to use out of box – includes memory card

Recording

• Automatic operation from vehicle ignition
• Records in a continuous loop whilst driving
• G-Force sensor automatically detects impacts 

and shocks to the vehicle, locking these files
• HDR technology offers unrivalled video quality 

day or night
• Selectable 1080p (up to 60fps) or 720p  

resolution
• 10hz GPS receiver for accurate location
• Up to 128GB SD XC memory card  

(16GB included)

Playback Software

• PC / Mac compatible
• The RoadHawk DC-3 records to a standard 

.mp4 format that can be played on most  
computers

• Embedded within the file is GPS and G-force 
data

• Using the RoadHawk Play software you can view 
the video, audio, date/time stamp, map showing 
exact location, speed and G-force

• The software also allows you to tailor the  
camera settings to your requirements, including 
brightness, sharpness, white balance, contrast, 
metering, mic volume, speaker volume and  
record settings
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T10 Micro Device

The Trakm8 T10 Micro Device
The T10 Micro has been developed to provide a self-fit 

platform with unique features.

It is fully certified and connects via GPS and Bluetooth with all functions fully 
enclosed in one of the smallest telematics devices available in the market.

• No installation fees or prolonged vehicle downtime
• Live vehicle tracking
• Trace historic journeys
• Cut fuel use by up to 10% with driver behaviour scoring
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Specifications

Commerical & Fleet Management

• Telematics is an effective way to assist with Fleet Management
• Various flexible installation options dependant upon requirements
• Variants allow a package to be commercially adaptable around the required data set

Monitor Vehicle Activity

• The T10 Micro connects with a number of vehicle interfaces to process and provide vehicle  
diagnostics and fuel usage

• Data can be pushed to established 3rd party administration systems or displayed via the BOX  
Telematics developed web portal

• Real time performance and fuel data is  
monitored along with diagnostic trouble codes from the vehicle engine control unit (ECU)

Small But Powerful With Bluetooth Connectitvity

• The T10 Micro has a powerful 32bit/72MHz processor to provide precise GPS locations and  
communicates via advanced bluetooth low energy utilising complex data sets.

Certified Telematics

• The T10 Micro is R&TTE certified and E-Marked with all the IP, design, development and manufacturing 
owned and managed in-house by the Trakm8 Group.
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T10 Lite

The Trakm8 T10 Lite
The T10 Lite has a powerful processor that provides precise GPS locations 

and optional CANbus connectivity.

The T10 provides the fleet manager with detailed information about the 
vehicle activity, driver behaviour and crash analysis.

• Powerful Processor (Cortex M3, 32 bit, 120 MHz to provide GPS locations
• GPRS and Bluetooth Connectivity
• Flexible installation
• Commercially flexible
• Tri-axis accelerometer
• Proving Fleet Managers with key reporting data (crash, idling etc)
• Can be used in conjuction with the DC-3
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Trakm8
FORS Solutions

The Trakm8 FORS Solutions
Trakm8’s FORS packages make it quick and easy for you to achieve  

the S6 section of the FORS silver standard

From cameras and digital video recorders to sensors and alarms, Trakm8 is 
your convenient one-stop shop. As a FORS associate member and a partner of 
the charity BRAKE, we take safety seriously. And with decades of  
experience in supplying road safety technology to fleets, you know that with 
Trakm8, you’re in safe hands.
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FORS Silver Compliance Solution 
LGV Bundle (3.5 – 7.5 tonnes)

• 1. Blind Spot Detection System – 12/24V
Designed for rigid commercial vehicles up to 12m in length, this provides the driver with visual and  
audible proximity alerts for objects.

• 2. RoadHawk 7-Inch TFT Monitor for Multi-Camera Systems
Compatible with the RoadHawk DVR4000/DVR8000 digital video recorders, this 7-inch LCD monitor 
gives drivers a real-time video display inside their vehicle.

• 3. RoadHawk DVR4000/DVR8000 Digital Video Recorder
High quality, four/eight camera black box recording system. This is the standalone DVR and does not 
include the GPS antenna or HDD.

• 4. RoadHawk CAM – 202 Side Swipe / Reversing Camera
Designed for use on goods vehicles, this waterproof speaker automatically emits audible warnings to 
pedestrians and road users when the vehicle is reversing. Includes night silent mode trigger.

• 5. Reverse Speaker, 97dB – 12/24V
Ideal as a side swipe or reversing camera, this waterproof dome camera can be mounted to any  
external vehicle surface. Featuring a 120° rotating lens and built-in IR night vision illumination within  
1.8m of the vehicle. An external speaker also warns the other party.
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FORS Silver Compliance Solution 
HGV Bundle (7.5+ tonnes)

• 1. Blind Spot Detection System – 12/24V
Designed for rigid commercial vehicles up to 12m in length, this provides the driver with visual and 
audible proximity alerts for objects.

• 2. RoadHawk 7-Inch TFT Monitor for Multi-Camera Systems
Compatible with the RoadHawk DVR4000/DVR8000 digital video recorders, this 7-inch LCD monitor 
gives drivers a real-time video display inside their vehicle.

• 3. RoadHawk DVR4000/DVR8000 Digital Video Recorder
High-quality four or eight camera black box recording system. This is the standalone DVR and does 
not include the GPS antenna or HDD.

• 4. RoadHawk CAM – 202 Side Swipe / Reversing Camera
Ideal as a side swipe or reversing camera, this waterproof dome camera can be mounted to any 
external vehicle surface. Featuring a 120° rotating lens and built-in IR night vision illumination within 
1.8m of the vehicle. An external speaker also warns the other party.

• 5. Reverse Speaker, 97dB – 12/24V
Designed for use on goods vehicles, this waterproof speaker automatically emits audible warnings to 
pedestrians and road users when the vehicle is reversing. Includes silent mode for night-time operation.

• 6. RoadHawk CAM – 201 Reversing Camera
A fully water and dust-proof, high-quality, external grade, reversing camera with infrared night vision 
LEDs. Features metal housing with mounting bracket and sun reflection hood.

• 7. RoadHawk CAM – 209 Forward Blind Spot Camera
IP67-rated water and dust-proof, high-quality, external grade, forward blind spot camera with  
infrared night vision LEDs. Features metal housing with mounting bracket and sun reflection hood.
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For further information

Call: 0800 6126132 

Email: sales@cambriancards.com 

Online: www.cambriancards.com


